
The Lilley Arms Barn 

25 May 2007 

Team Steph and Bill 
 

Pre Investigation Notes 

10.55pm Temperature 19°C 

11.00pm ‘Audio’ trigger object (cat ball with bell inside) left in the corner opposite 

the main entrance 

11.30pm Marion picks up the name ‘Simon’ 

 

 

Upstairs Bar 11.45pm – 12.30am 

11.52pm Bill sees shadow across the wall by the stairs 

Steph sees movement in front of the wooden doorframe. 

11.55pm Banging noise heard. Stephs attention drawn to the top of the stairs 

12.01am Steph sees an outline of someone standing in front of her. From height 

around 8 years old 

12.02am Bill sees a red patch on the floor in the corner in front of him roughly 9 

inches across. Checked with Stephs red light on her pen. This was not the cause. 

12.04am Steph feels tingly all over 

12.05am Bill sees a slim shadow like an arm go across the stairs (on the wall at the 

top) 

Bill felt cold all of a sudden. Temperature 17-18°C dropped to 14°C in front of where 

Bill and Steph are sitting 

12.19am Temperature 10°C 

12.21am Bill sees a red light on the stairs 

12.24am Large white shape seen by Steph and Bill on the wall at the top of the stairs. 

Steph sees it move toward the corner by the back wall. 3-4 ft high 

(Update) Bill suggested the light maybe coming from the kitchen downstairs. He 

went down while Steph stayed upstairs and tried various experiments with a torch. 

These did not match what was seen. He also checked if someone had been sitting in 

behind the door at the bottom of the stairs. Elaine was sitting there with her camcorder 

and the LCD screen open. Experiments with this concluded the light from the LCD 

screen was coming through the crack of the door causing the white glow effect at the 

top of the stairs 

 

Back of the Main Barn 12.55 – 1.40am 

12.55am Temperature 17°C 

Steph sees a small red light in the corner by Marion at the front of the barn 

1.09am Bill sees a red glow on the table Steph is sitting by, described as linear 

between him and her 

1.11am Temperature 18°C 

Creaking noise from the laptop area behind Bill 

1.13am Steph feels a temperature drop. Temperature 12°C around the back of the 

barn 

1.17am Steph feels distinct cold around her. Temperature 10°C 

1.18am Bill sees a similar red glow, in a circular patch, on the wall behind and above 

Stephs head like seeing heat 

1.20am Steph starts Dictaphone recording 



1.25am Steph sees a big white flash of light on the wall to her right. Light goes across 

the saddle hanging up on the wall 

 

 

Front of the Main Barn 2.05- 2.50am  
2.10am Steph sees a small bright flash to Elaine’s left (at the rear of the barn) at knee 

height 

2.25am Dictaphone recording started. Temperature 9°C 

2.29am Steph hears a sound like leather moving/crackling 

2.31am Bill sees a blue/white patch of light going from left to right in between the 

first two tables (on the right side of the room [near the main entrance]) going towards 

Stephs camcorder 

2.33am Steph hears two creaks/bangs possible coming from the stairs area, possibly 

Andy doing a vigil on the stairs 

2.35am Temperature 9°C 

2.45am Steph sees a shadow to her right (between her and Bill). Just a bit taller than 

Bill as seated. Steph feels tingling sensation 

 

 

 

Update 

3.30am Dictaphone and ball trigger object left on top of the stairs with motion sensors 

 

Camcorder Footage: 

Vigil 1  

Small flash of light under table  

Small flash of light to Steve’s left 

Flash of light between two tables 

 

Vigil 2 

Nothing to report 

 

Vigil 3 

Small pinprick of light on the middle of the barn hatch door 

Another small light above the top right corner of the hatch door 

 

Dictaphone: Nothing to report 


